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Easyget Portable Fiber Endface Inspector
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Easyget Portable Fiber Endface 

 Easyget is a portable type of fiber endface microscope. By magnifying 200 or 400X, 

the user can inspect the status of fiber endface such as scraps and dirts. It is the best 

choice for the user to check the fiber endface not only in the factory and lab ,but also in 

engineering field.

Easyget adopts 3.5 inch high ressolution LCD, it can last over 6 hours’s working after 

full recharge. It is with all kinds of adaptors to meet various requirements from 

customers.

It is also with image capture card and its software for the users to choose, which can 

make the image stored in PC, so that make the data analysis and business negotiation 

so easily and  flexible.

Feature

◇Clear image
◇Simple operation
◇Small Size,Low weight
◇Lowe power,6 hours lasting work 
    with one time full recharge

Application

◇Fiber network installation
◇SFP,XFP,TOSA/ROSA,Transceiver 
    inspection
◇Fiber instrument output inspection
◇Fiber connector endface inspection
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 Easyget Portable Fiber Endface 

Portable design concept:

Small size,low weight,easy carrier, 

low power, good performance and 

simple operation. One time full 

recharge last 6 hours’s working. USB 

connected between monitor and 

microscope.

Encircle focus
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Easyget adoptors series

Connected with PC

Easyget can be connected to be with PC by USB-

BNC cable.The full analysis for the endface 

including the dirt and scraps status is conducted 

by the software to judge if the endface is  OK or 

NG.

Connect with desktop monitor

Easyget also can be  used by connecting to be 
desktop monitor applicable for factory use.
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Easyget adoptors series

Easyget series of adaptors can test PC/APC connectors, transceivers, 

Tosa/Rosa,MTRJ、MTP、MPO connectors.  
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Easyget adoptors series

8

Monitor

-20℃—+50℃ 

>6h 

400X or 200X

PAL

-10℃—+50℃

3.5′′TFT 220k pix LCD

Storage temperature

Power

Working time

Image Zoom

AV output

Power consumption  3W

Size

Size

  Specification

Working temperature

12V recharge battery incl.or DC12V

Socpe:23mm*160mm

Monitor:205mm*94mm*25mm
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Easyget adoptors series

Standard Configuration

Easyget Microscope;

3.5  inch monitor;

2.5mm/PC universal adaptor;     

1.25mm/PC universal adaptor;      

SC/PC female adaptor;            

LC/PC female adaptor;             

FC/PC female adaptor; 

12V power adaptor;                      

BNC-USB cable; 

Carry case; 

Manual; 
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